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Complex critical systems need to fulfill many re-
quirements, and at the same time, they have to inter-
act with several other components. This complexity
is a breeding ground for flaws, which can compromise
security properties. If a vulnerability is discovered by
a hacker the target could be compromised by a zero-
day attack. In the recent years, some of the most
notable security incidents exploited zero-day vulner-
abilities (e.g., Stuxnet and Dragonfly). One way to
address such threats is to implement intrusion toler-
ant mechanisms in these systems: (1) Byzantine fault
tolerance guarantees that the system keeps its cor-
rectness while f -out-of-n replicas (e.g., n = 3f+1 [1])
behave arbitrarily (e.g., maliciously); However, once
an intelligent attacker compromises one replica, he
can re-use the same attack in other f replicas with
little extra effort. Then, implementing (2) diversity
provides failure independence, for instance, using dif-
ferent operating systems on each replica avoids com-
mon vulnerabilities [2]. Nevertheless, given enough
time, an attacker eventually intrudes f diverse repli-
cas. (3) Rejuvenation mechanisms enable the system
to clean the replicas’ faulty state [3].

The aforementioned techniques provided great im-
provements in the security and dependability of crit-
ical systems, however there are still some open chal-
lenges. First, time-triggered rejuvenations assume
that any attack takes the same time. As far as we
known there is no solution that reflects the real men-
aces that systems are exposed to. Second, diverse
replicas can be vulnerable to the same attacks. There
is still work to do on the management of diverse sys-
tems. Third, implement these mechanisms in an au-
tonomous way using the available provision tools.

We propose an execution environment to solve
these challenges with the following contributions:

Risk assessment. There is an opportunity to ex-
ploit freely available data that can be used to assess
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security and dependability. This helps us to under-
stand which and when replicas need to be recovered.
Due to the large amount of data, we leverage on ma-
chine learning techniques to calculate the risk, which
allows us to use the information (with years of re-
ported vulnerabilities) to make predictions. We can
improve the predictions by updating the information.

Diversity management. The vulnerability infor-
mation allows us to create a diversity plan based on
the common vulnerabilities. Using the free off-the-
shelf software components such as operating systems,
virtual machines, and databases, to create clusters of
replicas based on their vulnerability histories. This
process separates the replicas in groups of similar vul-
nerabilities. Then, selecting a replica from each clus-
ter maximizes the diversity of the replicated system.

Self-management. The available provision tools
allow us to develop a solution that supports intru-
sion tolerance techniques in an autonomous and self-
managed way. Such tools enable the creation of repli-
cas with different software, and allow their deploy-
ment and removal in a virtual environment. More-
over, in the background, the platform will update
every software, allowing the software that once was
vulnerable to be fixed and ready to be re-used.

To conclude, we presented an execution environ-
ment for running replicated systems that: (1) collects
and analyzes real data about vulnerabilities for risk
assessment; (2) groups replicas based on their known
vulnerabilities to avoid similar replicas in the running
set; and (3) implements mechanisms for the creation
and replacement of replicas using provision tools.
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